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an alien ruin a murdered archeologist an ancient secret and a conspiracy that will kill to keep it
when a scientist is murdered after finding signs of alien magic in an archeological dig mage
damien montgomery hand of the mage king of mars is sent to investigate both the murder and the
alien runes his investigation is interrupted when a mysterious ship attacks the ruins with weapons
only available to the martian navy despite saving the dig site montgomery is left with more
questions than answers his investigations reveal questions about the origin of his magic and his
nation and lead him back to the one place that should be safe the court of the mage king of mars a
war older than the nation an enemy with agents at every turn an ancient foe with an offer of peace
the alliance with the elfin warriors has allowed the united states government s supernatural
forces the omicron branch to hold the line against the demons and take the war to the vampire
familias defeating them in battle and reclaiming their resources victory against the vampires
however leaves david white with a moral dilemma as he captures an entire convoy of freshly turned
vampires beyond saving but innocent of their species crimes duty only allows one fate for them but
then an ancient vampire arrives to negotiate for their freedom letting them go drags david into
the middle of a political nightmare as the omicron branch must decide which is more important
omicron s authority and revenge for their dead or the very constitution and people they are sworn
to defend a small town cop with an unexpected gift a shadowy government agency on the side of
justice a call no good man could turn away when vampires attack david white s small town only luck
firepower and the intervention of an elite government task force save his life the aftermath of
the attack leaves him in the middle of the world s biggest secret the existence of government
agencies that regulate the supernatural they insist that david s luck is actually a supernatural
gift and he s immediately recruited into onset the most shadowy part of america s thin blue line
of police protectors questioning both his gifts and the agency he now serves david is drawn into
an escalating battle that threatens all of humanity if he isn t what onset thinks he is the entire
world may pay the price the vampire war is over the united states is reeling the masquerade is
fragmenting the apocalypse is here the long and bloody war with the vampires in the united states
has finally ended thanks to the efforts of the vampire arbiter and onset commander david white and
a nuclear explosion on american soil the final battle proves harder to conceal than hoped however
and a series of high profile incidents end any chance of hiding the supernatural suddenly the
world is faced with the fact that it is both more wonderful and more terrible than humanity ever
realized but as the us government struggles to adapt to this new reality old enemies have set into
motion plans that could render humanity s struggles irrelevant there are those beyond the seal who
were once gods and they want their planet back a ragged newcomer with a secret even he doesn t
know a backwater city with a countdown to an explosion no one is expecting a secret covenant and a
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conspiracy to break it to pieces jason kilkenny is a new arrival in the canadian city of calgary
unlike most newcomers jason isn t looking for a job in oil and gas he s a half fae changeling that
wants to get away from the politics of the inhuman races he soon learns that despite being a
supernatural backwater the city is run by a near godlike wizard and the shadows are full of unseen
dangers jason s here to hide but he finds himself called to service by calgary s understaffed fae
court as supernatural politics collide in his new home jason s plan to keep his head down is
shattered and he finds himself testing the limits of his meager gifts he cannot run he cannot hide
and if he loses he loses everything in the sewer building projects of 1940s new york city
something ancient and powerful has been awoken with half a dozen mortal workers dead the fae
courts of the city find themselves forced to action despite their desperate lack of manpower their
call for aid brings six young fae to the city among them the seelie noble talus son of korinth new
to the city and expendable they are tasked with finding the creature underneath the city the
youths are assured that nothing in the world can stand against six fae nobles on the other hand
nothing supernatural should have been sleeping under new york city this novella is part of the
print collection spaceships and spellcasters an paranormal agency in tatters a critical alliance
that must not fail a betrayal in their darkest hour the demon ekhmez ripped out the heart of
america s supernatural defenders and strengthened their foes the agencies of the omicron branch of
the us government face a newly expanded threat with their resources stretched to the breaking
point to hold the line newly promoted commander david white of onset is sent to forge an alliance
with the elfin conclave a supernatural organization with its own history grudges and politics when
violence wracks the conclave and guts the allies they sought david white must hunt the elfin s
foes across the pacific northwest taking any help that comes his way because when the world is on
fire can you turn away your enemy s enemy vassal of the queen of the fae noble of the wild hunt
child of the horned king bait jason kilkenny has learned his full heritage and the nature of the
bloodline that runs in his veins one quarter mortal he is also the child of a power the horned
king of the wild hunt of the fae but his father is dead murdered in a fae civil war that ended
before jason was born it ended because of a powerful spell the horned king cast trading his life
to deny the masked lords the weapon they needed to kill the fae powers now jason gathers allies
and resources in his new home of calgary the fae masked lords are hunting him but he has what they
want and they have to come to him the fae powers have prepared a trap for their long hidden
enemies with jason as both bait and ambush it s a clever plan but no plan survives contact with
the enemy from one court two are born as a new lord is crowned in glory but a murderer risks all
their secrets bringing shadows could burn everything down jason kilkenny is a quarter human vassal
of the queen of the fae and the neutral arbiter of supernatural affairs around the fae court in
the canadian city of calgary he has spent half a year building relationships with the existing
power structure but all of that is thrown into chaos when the fae leadership dictates that calgary
s court split into seelie and unseelie factions backed by the highest authority the new lord
andrell is there to build an unseelie court from nothing and he will brook no interference no
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challenges meanwhile a rogue fae launches a vicious slaughter at calgary s largest public event
and jason is dragged into an investigation and pursuit of a monster far more powerful than he is
the rogue s unseelie heritage brings him into conflict with lord andrell and the city s peace is
threatened one wrong step could unleash civil war between the new courts and jason s own secrets
could lead to lighting the embers of a civil war amongst all fae embers that have slumbered since
before his birth if only he knew what those secrets were a bygone legend with a washed up crew a
crack team gathered for one last tour a cold war that has simmered to its final hour when the
castle federation deployed the first starfighters they revolutionized war and drove the terran
commonwealth from their space the first of the carriers for those deadly strike craft was avalon a
legend that turned the tide of a dozen battles that was decades ago now avalon is obsolete a
backwater posting but still a legend to the federation and her allies and enemies alike wing
commander kyle roberts and a cadre of officers are sent aboard the old carrier to take her on a
final tour along the frontier aboard roberts finds outdated fighters broken pilots and key
subordinates who just might be traitors he and the others will get avalon ready for war once more
regardless show tour or not the old enemy has been seen near the border and no matter what when
the call comes avalon will answer this box set includes space carrier avalon stellar fox and
battle group avalon a dying world shattered by a broken machine a desperate flight their only hope
for refuge a robotic race ally and destroyer alike the republic of exilium has grown in strength
and confidence at the far end of the galaxy from the rest of mankind sending out scout ships to
survey the worlds around them as they try to learn more about the mysterious construction matrix
ais finding one of the genocidal rogues of that mysterious race in the process of destroying an
inhabited world captain octavio catalan takes his ship into a desperate battle he is victorious
but he is too late the world of the strange aliens he has encountered is doomed the distant
republic can barely help but the honor of their leaders will not permit them to stand idly by
ships and crews are set into motion to commence a desperate evacuation of their newfound friends
and debts with the strange matrices are called in one branch of matrices destroyed the planet
another may well save it but the ais have their own agenda and the price they ask may be beyond
the republic and its new allies a shackled earth ruled by an unstoppable tyrant an exiled son and
a one way trip across the galaxy a perfect world their last hope for survival vice admiral isaac
gallant is the heir apparent to the first admiral the dictator of the confederacy of humanity
unwilling to let his mother s tyranny stand he joins the rebellion and leads his ships into war
against the might of his own nation betrayal and failure however see isaac gallant and his allies
captured rather than execute her only son the first admiral instead decides to exile them flinging
four million dissidents and rebels through a one shot wormhole to the other end of the galaxy
there isaac finds himself forced to keep order and peace as they seek out a new home without
becoming the very dictator he fought against and when that new home turns out to be too perfect to
be true he and his fellow exiles must decide how hard they are prepared to fight for paradise
against the very people who built it welcome to death cog a versatile customizable and gigantic
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pen and paper tabletop rpg designed by a life long student of the gaming arts bigger than
shadowrun and more flexible than d d death cog boasts everything from dragons to nuclear bombs
craft your character s race class and abilities then outfit them with anything from a sharpened
toothpick to gigantic riding armor visit distant worlds battle strange creatures and explore dark
dungeons full of sparkly treasure this book covers everything needed by game masters and players
alike from character creation to dispute resolution new players are introduced through a
comprehensive explanation of the game mechanics while those more experienced can jump right in to
explore its innumerable options if the standard suite of critters and quests aren t enough the
game allows for unending customizations want to fight battles as a high seas pirate no problem
does steam punk do it for you you can do that too grab some snacks call your friends and get ready
for a treat it s like no tabletop game you ve played before ���������������������� ���������������
���������� �� ������������ ��������������� ������������������� ����������� ���������� �����������
���� ����������������������� ���������� ��� ����� ������������������������������� ����������������
���������� �������������������� ����������� �������� �������� ���� ������������������ ������������
� ���������� ������������ ����� �������������������� �������������� ������������ ��� �������������
����� ������������������������� ������������������� ����� ���������������� �����������������������
無敵艦隊から地球を守るため 巨大戦艦ダハクを駆って 銀河中心部に存在するはずの銀河帝国に救援を求めるため旅立った だが最初に訪れたシェスカー星系で目にしたものは 完膚なきまでに破壊された惑星の姿だっ
� ���������300�������������� ���� ����������� ��������� �������������������������������� ���������
����������������� �� when empires hung on the turn of a card cheyne scarne was a gambler a lucky
one what he didn t know about randomatics wasn t worth knowing he had brains to get right to the
heart of the grand wheel the syndicate that controlled all illegal activity in the planets under
human control but what scarne had staked to get that far was chickenfeed compared to what he would
risk to get into the real big time the massive intergalactic combine that dwarfed the empires of
mere men for scarne double crossing at every deal had laid his life on the line to win a game
where no one knew the value of the cards and the rules changed with every trick ������������������
������ ���������� ������ ��3����� ���������������� ��������������������� ��� ���������������������
� ������ ������ ���� �������������������������� ���������������������������������� 2017����������
british fantasy award ����� ����������� comic graphic novel � 2017� 2018�������� the hugo awards
�2������� ��� 2018��� ������������ ����������� the will eisner comic industry award � 5��������� �
����������� ��� ��������������������������� ��� ����������������������� ��������� ��������� ������
����������������� ���������������� ��������������������� �������������������� ��������������� ����
������� ������������������������ ������������������������ the war was over but where was the peace
the victors had promised geidliv the tyrant was dead and the rogue nation of karmandios now lay in
ruins its people prostrate before the occupying armies of the five allied nations but now the
winners are quarreling among themselves and where brothers fight enemies will enter to widen the
gap merekhet is a man torn between competing loyalties tormented by guilt over his past failures
raised the scion of a karmandi noble family he discovered upon puberty that he was in fact the son
of a senior war commander of the telepathic people of the hawk yet he could not entirely disavow
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his mother s people and thus became entangled in geidliv s regime and his nephew khuldhar s doomed
attempt to fight it now merekhet has evidence that geidliv used telepathy and the bioscience of
the mer people to create a living weapon from khuldhar s genetic material and hid it in plain
sight worse a former ally now estranged is seeking that weapon and must not be allowed to capture
it lest all the world of okeanos fall to far greater tyranny than geidliv could ever have hoped to
create merekhet must regain khuldhar s confidence and together they must find the five young men
who are the keys to geidliv s final vengeance weapon ����������� �������������������������� ������
������ ���������������� ��������� ��������� � ��������������������� �������������� ���� ����������
���������� ���������������������� ����������������� ������������������������������� ��������� ����
������������� 4���������� ���������������������������������� ������������������������������ ������
� ������� ��� ����1991 92��������������������������������2�������� ���������������������������1���
������ ���� ����� ��������� ��������������������������� ����������������� ������������������������
������������� ����������������������� ��������� ����������� ������� ���������������� �� �� �������
����� ������������� ����������������� mwa����� ������������������ 2000������������ ������������
100���������������� �������� ���� ��� ������������������� ����� ��� ������100����� ������ ��� 21��
末 中国が開発した異次元間転移装置ハイパーフェーズにより 異世界への道が開かれた だがその装置は未完成で なぜかピッツバーグだけが魔法が支配するエルフホームに転移してしまった ティンカーは そのピッ
�������������� 18������ ��� ������������������������ �� ������ ������������������������������� ���
������ ��� ������� �������������� ����������������� ����� ������������������ �������� ������������
��������������� ��� ������ ��� ���� ����� ��� ������������ ��� �������������� ��������������������
���������������������� tv��� ��� ���� ���� ���� ���������� ����� �����1 ������������ ��� ������ ��
����������� �������������������� ��� ��� ��� ������������������ ��������������� �������������� ���
���� ����� ��� ��������� ����� ���� ���� ����� ����� ������� ������������������� ������������ ����
�������� ����������2����������� ��������� ��������� ��� ����������� ���������� �������������������
� ��� ������������� ������������������ ������������ ����������� �������������������� ������ ���� �
��� �2� ������ �������������������������������� ��������������� ��������������������������� ������
������������������� �������������������� �������� ���� ����������������������� ���������� �����25�
����������2� ������������ ����������� ������������ ���������� ����� ��������������������� �� �����
������������������ ������������ ��������������� ���������� ����������� �������� ������� ��� ������
����������
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Alien Arcana 2016-09-14 an alien ruin a murdered archeologist an ancient secret and a conspiracy
that will kill to keep it when a scientist is murdered after finding signs of alien magic in an
archeological dig mage damien montgomery hand of the mage king of mars is sent to investigate both
the murder and the alien runes his investigation is interrupted when a mysterious ship attacks the
ruins with weapons only available to the martian navy despite saving the dig site montgomery is
left with more questions than answers his investigations reveal questions about the origin of his
magic and his nation and lead him back to the one place that should be safe the court of the mage
king of mars
Children of Prophecy 2018-07-10 a war older than the nation an enemy with agents at every turn an
ancient foe with an offer of peace the alliance with the elfin warriors has allowed the united
states government s supernatural forces the omicron branch to hold the line against the demons and
take the war to the vampire familias defeating them in battle and reclaiming their resources
victory against the vampires however leaves david white with a moral dilemma as he captures an
entire convoy of freshly turned vampires beyond saving but innocent of their species crimes duty
only allows one fate for them but then an ancient vampire arrives to negotiate for their freedom
letting them go drags david into the middle of a political nightmare as the omicron branch must
decide which is more important omicron s authority and revenge for their dead or the very
constitution and people they are sworn to defend
City in the Sky 2018-07-10 a small town cop with an unexpected gift a shadowy government agency on
the side of justice a call no good man could turn away when vampires attack david white s small
town only luck firepower and the intervention of an elite government task force save his life the
aftermath of the attack leaves him in the middle of the world s biggest secret the existence of
government agencies that regulate the supernatural they insist that david s luck is actually a
supernatural gift and he s immediately recruited into onset the most shadowy part of america s
thin blue line of police protectors questioning both his gifts and the agency he now serves david
is drawn into an escalating battle that threatens all of humanity if he isn t what onset thinks he
is the entire world may pay the price
Ashen Stars 2018-03-06 the vampire war is over the united states is reeling the masquerade is
fragmenting the apocalypse is here the long and bloody war with the vampires in the united states
has finally ended thanks to the efforts of the vampire arbiter and onset commander david white and
a nuclear explosion on american soil the final battle proves harder to conceal than hoped however
and a series of high profile incidents end any chance of hiding the supernatural suddenly the
world is faced with the fact that it is both more wonderful and more terrible than humanity ever
realized but as the us government struggles to adapt to this new reality old enemies have set into
motion plans that could render humanity s struggles irrelevant there are those beyond the seal who
were once gods and they want their planet back
Q-Ship Chameleon 2016-10-27 a ragged newcomer with a secret even he doesn t know a backwater city
with a countdown to an explosion no one is expecting a secret covenant and a conspiracy to break
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it to pieces jason kilkenny is a new arrival in the canadian city of calgary unlike most newcomers
jason isn t looking for a job in oil and gas he s a half fae changeling that wants to get away
from the politics of the inhuman races he soon learns that despite being a supernatural backwater
the city is run by a near godlike wizard and the shadows are full of unseen dangers jason s here
to hide but he finds himself called to service by calgary s understaffed fae court as supernatural
politics collide in his new home jason s plan to keep his head down is shattered and he finds
himself testing the limits of his meager gifts he cannot run he cannot hide and if he loses he
loses everything
ONSET: Blood of the Innocent 2018-10-19 in the sewer building projects of 1940s new york city
something ancient and powerful has been awoken with half a dozen mortal workers dead the fae
courts of the city find themselves forced to action despite their desperate lack of manpower their
call for aid brings six young fae to the city among them the seelie noble talus son of korinth new
to the city and expendable they are tasked with finding the creature underneath the city the
youths are assured that nothing in the world can stand against six fae nobles on the other hand
nothing supernatural should have been sleeping under new york city this novella is part of the
print collection spaceships and spellcasters
ONSET: To Serve and Protect 2018-08-23 an paranormal agency in tatters a critical alliance that
must not fail a betrayal in their darkest hour the demon ekhmez ripped out the heart of america s
supernatural defenders and strengthened their foes the agencies of the omicron branch of the us
government face a newly expanded threat with their resources stretched to the breaking point to
hold the line newly promoted commander david white of onset is sent to forge an alliance with the
elfin conclave a supernatural organization with its own history grudges and politics when violence
wracks the conclave and guts the allies they sought david white must hunt the elfin s foes across
the pacific northwest taking any help that comes his way because when the world is on fire can you
turn away your enemy s enemy
ONSET: Stay of Execution 2018-10-19 vassal of the queen of the fae noble of the wild hunt child of
the horned king bait jason kilkenny has learned his full heritage and the nature of the bloodline
that runs in his veins one quarter mortal he is also the child of a power the horned king of the
wild hunt of the fae but his father is dead murdered in a fae civil war that ended before jason
was born it ended because of a powerful spell the horned king cast trading his life to deny the
masked lords the weapon they needed to kill the fae powers now jason gathers allies and resources
in his new home of calgary the fae masked lords are hunting him but he has what they want and they
have to come to him the fae powers have prepared a trap for their long hidden enemies with jason
as both bait and ambush it s a clever plan but no plan survives contact with the enemy
Changeling's Fealty 2019-08-27 from one court two are born as a new lord is crowned in glory but a
murderer risks all their secrets bringing shadows could burn everything down jason kilkenny is a
quarter human vassal of the queen of the fae and the neutral arbiter of supernatural affairs
around the fae court in the canadian city of calgary he has spent half a year building
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relationships with the existing power structure but all of that is thrown into chaos when the fae
leadership dictates that calgary s court split into seelie and unseelie factions backed by the
highest authority the new lord andrell is there to build an unseelie court from nothing and he
will brook no interference no challenges meanwhile a rogue fae launches a vicious slaughter at
calgary s largest public event and jason is dragged into an investigation and pursuit of a monster
far more powerful than he is the rogue s unseelie heritage brings him into conflict with lord
andrell and the city s peace is threatened one wrong step could unleash civil war between the new
courts and jason s own secrets could lead to lighting the embers of a civil war amongst all fae
embers that have slumbered since before his birth if only he knew what those secrets were
Fae, Flames & Fedoras 2019-10-08 a bygone legend with a washed up crew a crack team gathered for
one last tour a cold war that has simmered to its final hour when the castle federation deployed
the first starfighters they revolutionized war and drove the terran commonwealth from their space
the first of the carriers for those deadly strike craft was avalon a legend that turned the tide
of a dozen battles that was decades ago now avalon is obsolete a backwater posting but still a
legend to the federation and her allies and enemies alike wing commander kyle roberts and a cadre
of officers are sent aboard the old carrier to take her on a final tour along the frontier aboard
roberts finds outdated fighters broken pilots and key subordinates who just might be traitors he
and the others will get avalon ready for war once more regardless show tour or not the old enemy
has been seen near the border and no matter what when the call comes avalon will answer this box
set includes space carrier avalon stellar fox and battle group avalon
ONSET: My Enemy's Enemy 2018-09-13 a dying world shattered by a broken machine a desperate flight
their only hope for refuge a robotic race ally and destroyer alike the republic of exilium has
grown in strength and confidence at the far end of the galaxy from the rest of mankind sending out
scout ships to survey the worlds around them as they try to learn more about the mysterious
construction matrix ais finding one of the genocidal rogues of that mysterious race in the process
of destroying an inhabited world captain octavio catalan takes his ship into a desperate battle he
is victorious but he is too late the world of the strange aliens he has encountered is doomed the
distant republic can barely help but the honor of their leaders will not permit them to stand idly
by ships and crews are set into motion to commence a desperate evacuation of their newfound
friends and debts with the strange matrices are called in one branch of matrices destroyed the
planet another may well save it but the ais have their own agenda and the price they ask may be
beyond the republic and its new allies
Noble's Honor 2019-09-24 a shackled earth ruled by an unstoppable tyrant an exiled son and a one
way trip across the galaxy a perfect world their last hope for survival vice admiral isaac gallant
is the heir apparent to the first admiral the dictator of the confederacy of humanity unwilling to
let his mother s tyranny stand he joins the rebellion and leads his ships into war against the
might of his own nation betrayal and failure however see isaac gallant and his allies captured
rather than execute her only son the first admiral instead decides to exile them flinging four
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million dissidents and rebels through a one shot wormhole to the other end of the galaxy there
isaac finds himself forced to keep order and peace as they seek out a new home without becoming
the very dictator he fought against and when that new home turns out to be too perfect to be true
he and his fellow exiles must decide how hard they are prepared to fight for paradise against the
very people who built it
Hunter's Oath 2019-09-10 welcome to death cog a versatile customizable and gigantic pen and paper
tabletop rpg designed by a life long student of the gaming arts bigger than shadowrun and more
flexible than d d death cog boasts everything from dragons to nuclear bombs craft your character s
race class and abilities then outfit them with anything from a sharpened toothpick to gigantic
riding armor visit distant worlds battle strange creatures and explore dark dungeons full of
sparkly treasure this book covers everything needed by game masters and players alike from
character creation to dispute resolution new players are introduced through a comprehensive
explanation of the game mechanics while those more experienced can jump right in to explore its
innumerable options if the standard suite of critters and quests aren t enough the game allows for
unending customizations want to fight battles as a high seas pirate no problem does steam punk do
it for you you can do that too grab some snacks call your friends and get ready for a treat it s
like no tabletop game you ve played before
Rimward Stars 2017-05-10 ���������������������� ������������������������� �� ������������ ��������
������� ������������������� ����������� ���������� ����������� ���� ����������������������� ������
����
Avalon Trilogy: Castle Federation Books 1-3 2019-10-15 ��� ����� ������������������������������� �
������������������������� �������������������� ����������� �������� �������� ���� ����������������
�� ������������� ���������� ������������ ����� �������������������� �������������� ������������ ��
� ������������������ ������������������������� ������������������� �����
Battle Group Avalon 2016-04-29 ���������������� ������������������������������������ ����������� �
����������������������������� ����������������������� ������������������� ���������300������������
�� ���� ����������� ���������
Stellar Fox 2015-12-20 �������������������������������� �������������������������� ��
Space Carrier Avalon 2015-06-14 when empires hung on the turn of a card cheyne scarne was a
gambler a lucky one what he didn t know about randomatics wasn t worth knowing he had brains to
get right to the heart of the grand wheel the syndicate that controlled all illegal activity in
the planets under human control but what scarne had staked to get that far was chickenfeed
compared to what he would risk to get into the real big time the massive intergalactic combine
that dwarfed the empires of mere men for scarne double crossing at every deal had laid his life on
the line to win a game where no one knew the value of the cards and the rules changed with every
trick
Operation Medusa 2017-12-14 ������������������������ ���������� ������ ��3����� ���������������� �
�������������������� ��� ���������������������� ������ ������ ���� �������������������������� ����
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������������������������������ 2017���������� british fantasy award ����� ����������� comic
graphic novel � 2017� 2018�������� the hugo awards �2������� ��� 2018��� ������������ �����������
the will eisner comic industry award � 5��������� ������������ ��� ��������������������������� ���
����������������������� ��������� ��������� ����������������������� ���������������� �������������
�������� �������������������� ��������������� ����������� ������������������������ ���������������
���������
Refuge 2019-07-30 the war was over but where was the peace the victors had promised geidliv the
tyrant was dead and the rogue nation of karmandios now lay in ruins its people prostrate before
the occupying armies of the five allied nations but now the winners are quarreling among
themselves and where brothers fight enemies will enter to widen the gap merekhet is a man torn
between competing loyalties tormented by guilt over his past failures raised the scion of a
karmandi noble family he discovered upon puberty that he was in fact the son of a senior war
commander of the telepathic people of the hawk yet he could not entirely disavow his mother s
people and thus became entangled in geidliv s regime and his nephew khuldhar s doomed attempt to
fight it now merekhet has evidence that geidliv used telepathy and the bioscience of the mer
people to create a living weapon from khuldhar s genetic material and hid it in plain sight worse
a former ally now estranged is seeking that weapon and must not be allowed to capture it lest all
the world of okeanos fall to far greater tyranny than geidliv could ever have hoped to create
merekhet must regain khuldhar s confidence and together they must find the five young men who are
the keys to geidliv s final vengeance weapon
Exile 2018-07-17 ����������� �������������������������� ������������ ���������������� ��������� ��
������� � ��������������������� �������������� ���� �������������������� ���������������������� ��
��������������� ������������������������������� ��������� ����������������� 4���������� ����������
������������������������ ������������������������������ ������� �������
Death Cog 2014-06-09 ��� ����1991 92��������������������������������2�������� ��������������������
�������1��������� ���� ����� ��������� ��������������������������� ����������������� �������������
������������������������
任務外作戦 2013-03-22 ����������������������� ��������� ����������� ������� ���������������� �� �� ����
�������� ������������� ����������������� mwa����� ������������������
ワールド・ウォー・ハルク 2013-06-20 2000������������ ������������ 100���������������� �������� ���� ��� ������
������������� ����� ��� ������100����� ������ ���
反逆者の月 2 2008-01 21��� �������������������������� ����������� ����������� �������������������������
��������� ������ ������������������ 18������ ��� ������������������������ �� ������ ��������������
����������������� ���������
U & I 2018-09 ダース モールがダース シディアスの弟子であった時代 シスは絶滅したと長く考えられていた だがついに ジェダイへの復讐譚が語られる時が来た これは怒りの物語 憎むべきジェ
ダイとの最初の戦いの火蓋が切って落とされる ダース モールは映画 スター ウォーズ ファントム メナス で初登場したシスの暗黒卿 ダース ベイダーに次ぐ人気悪役であり 劇中クライマックスで胴体を真っ
��������������������������� tv��� ��� ���� ���� ���� ���������� ����� �����1 ������������ ��� ����
�� ������������� �������������������� ��� ��� ��� ������������������ ��������������� �������������
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� ��� ���� ����� ��� ��������� ����� ���� ���� ����� �����
ハンターズ・ラン 2010-06-25 ������� ������������������� ������������ ������������ ����������2����������� �
�������� ��������� ��� ����������� ���������� �������������������� ��� ������������� �������������
����� ������������ ����������� �������������������� ������ ���� ���� �2� ������
The Grand Wheel 2011-09-29 �������������������������������� ��������������� ����������������������
����� ������ ������������������� �������������������� �������� ���� ����������������������� ������
���� �����25�����������2�
������ vol.3�HAVEN 2019-02-18 ������������ ����������� ������������ ���������� ����� �������������
いてきた男だった だが 山中に遺棄された郵便配達のジープを発見したとき 彼の運命は大きく変わった 郵便配達の制服を着たゴードンは アメリカ再建をめざし 孤立無援の戦いに挑むが キャンベル記念賞 ロー
����� ��� ������ ����������
Khuldhar's War 2004-12-01
����������� 2007-04-20
����� 2004-04-10
弁護士は奇策で勝負する 2014-12-11
オン・ザ・マップ 2006-07
ティンカー 2018-08
スター・ウォーズ:ダース・モール 2009-09-09
深紅のキス 2006
Chimurenga 2011-01
������������ 1998-02
ポストマン
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